
Pinorama is the board for all the little things you 
want to keep handy or aren’t sure where to put. 

The perforated metal in an oblong brick pattern has 
a cork backing, so that you can post papers, pictures 

and other bits and pieces with either pins or magnets. 
Pinorama is a flexible wall module that helps you 

organize your everyday life, providing a functional, 
charming and versatile storage solution.
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PINORAMA BOARD / 

Material Steel, cork

Dimension Small W37 X H50 X D5 cm / Large W68 X H83 X D5 cm

Colour Light blue (S)        Mustard (S)        Wine (S)        Cream (L)        Dark blue (L)
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PINORAMA MIRROR / 

Material Mirror

Dimension Small Ø18,5 cm / Large Ø26 cm
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PINORAMA PEN / 

Material Steel, cork

Dimension Ø9 X H12,5 cm

Colour Light blue       Mustard       Wine       Cream       Dark blue
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PINORAMA SHELF / 

Material Cork

Dimension Small W14 X L36 cm / Large W14 X L67,5 cm

Material Steel

Dimension Small W12,5 X L35 cm / Large W12,5 X L66 cm

Colour Light blue (S)       Mustard (S)       Wine (S)       Cream (L)       Dark blue (L)
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INGA SEMPÉ / 

With her intellectual arts background, French designer 
Inga Sempé is no stranger to the creative domain, but her 
way of navigating in the design field is unconventional and 
driven by an explorative and entrepreneurial energy. 
Inga Sempé’s working process is guided by intuition, and 
the first stage is always drawing by hand. ’I don’t take a 
structured approach in my design process but gradually 
work my way into a given task by drafting. What inspires me 
most is knowing that  people use my objects in their every
day life. That is where my focus lies. Creating simple designs 
with a light feel, which hopefully will add something new 
to people’s daily life.’ 
Inga’s unique strength is the ability to combine items and 
elements in new constellations with textural precision with 
a delicate yet humorous touch. All Inga Sempé designs 
reflect her curious, subtle, unrestrained and tactile design 
approach with a unique and personal expression that many 
international top brands have noticed and embraced.
Born in 1968

Products for HAY / Pinorama (2015), Letter Box (2014)


